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Objective: To report a preliminary experience of outpatient management of patients with
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) through an innovative approach of healthcare
delivery.

Patients and Methods: Patients evaluated at the Mild-to-Moderate COVID-19
Outpatient clinics (MMCOs) of San Raffaele University Hospital and Luigi Sacco
University Hospital in Milan, Italy, from 1 October 2020 to 31 October 2021
were included. Patients were referred by general practitioners (GPs), Emergency
Department (ED) physicians or hospital specialists (HS) in case of moderate COVID-
19. A classification and regression tree (CART) model predicting ED referral by MMCO
physicians was developed to aid GPs identify those deserving immediate ED admission.
Cost-effectiveness analysis was also performed.

Results: A total of 660 patients were included. The majority (70%) was referred by GPs,
21% by the ED and 9% by HS. Patients referred by GPs had more severe disease as
assessed by peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2), ratio of arterial oxygen partial pressure
to fractional inspired oxygen (PaO2/FiO2), C-reactive protein (CRP) levels and interstitial
involvement at lung ultrasound. Among them, 18% were addressed to the ED following
MMCO assessment. CART analysis identified three independent predictors, namely
home-measured SpO2, age and body mass index (BMI), that robustly divide patients
into risk groups of COVID-19 severity. Home-measured SpO2 < 95% and BMI ≥ 33
Kg/m2 defined the high-risk group. The model yielded an accuracy (95% CI) of 83 (77–
88)%. Outpatient management of COVID-19 patients allowed the national healthcare
system to spare 1,490,422.05 € when compared with inpatient care.

Conclusion: Mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinics were effective and
sustainable in managing COVID-19 patients and allowed to alleviate pressure on EDs
and hospital wards, favoring effort redirection toward non-COVID-19 patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has posed
significant challenges on healthcare systems worldwide due to an
overwhelming surge of patients simultaneously seeking medical
care (1, 2). Emergency departments (ED) probably suffered the
most, being the bottleneck of patients with acute disease, often
regardless of symptom severity. In fact, a proportion of patients
presenting to the ED had mild to moderate clinical features not
requiring urgent care or hospital admission (3, 4).

While patients with mild disease and no risk factors
for progression may benefit from medical assistance by
general practitioners (GPs), those with moderate COVID-19 or
harboring risk factors for adverse outcomes reside in a gray area
between in-hospital and home management (5). Within the latter
patient category, GPs may not have the tools to discriminate
nor handle patients deserving more attentive monitoring. On
the other hand, unfiltered hospital referral of these patients may
cause unjustified ED overcrowding and saturation of hospital
beds. Accurate patient evaluation in a hospital-based outpatient
setting by expert physicians may fill this gap, allowing for timely
risk classification and informed management decision-making.

On the heels of the first pandemic wave and with the
belief that some measure had to be taken to avoid system
collapse, health policymakers of Lombardy region in Italy at the
beginning of the second wave designed an integrated approach
of healthcare delivery, called “Hot Spot” or “Mild-to-moderate
COVID-19 outpatient clinic” (MMCO), based on the strict,
bidirectional collaboration with GPs and the ED (5). One year
after the introduction of this novel service, here we describe
our preliminary experience of patient management at two
MMCOs of the metropolitan city of Milan, specifically those
of San Raffaele University Hospital and Luigi Sacco University
Hospital. Moreover, we provide an evidence-based tool for
patient classification into risk groups by the GP beforehand, to
identify patients deserving early ED referral with the aims of
optimizing patient management and spare resources.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mild-to-Moderate COVID-19 Outpatient
Clinic Organization and Patient Referral
Mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic organization and
the process of patient flow from referral to discharge is
described in Figure 1. MMCOs are located within hospitals, in
a strategic location that is both easy-to-reach by patients and
in direct connection with the ED. This innovative healthcare
service is addressed to two different categories of patients
with nasopharyngeal swab-confirmed infection: (i) patients with
moderate COVID-19 and (ii) patients at increased risk of
adverse outcome due to pre-existing risk factors independent of
COVID-19 severity. Both categories may need active surveillance
and management by physicians with an established expertise
in treating COVID-19 and its complications. Patients can be
referred to the MMCO by GPs, ED physicians or hospital
specialists (HS) through direct telephone call to the MMCO

physician at a dedicated mobile number, which is active 12 h per
day, 7 days per week.

Mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic physicians
are internal medicine doctors. Criteria for referral to MMCOs
of patients with moderate COVID-19 by GPs are derived
from official regional regulations (5, 6). Prior to patient
evaluation at the MMCO, the GP provides the MMCO
physician with a comprehensive report, in the form of a
standardized questionnaire (Supplementary Figure 1), on the
patient’s past medical history, COVID-19-related symptoms,
time from symptom onset, peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2),
body mass index (BMI), chronic therapies and COVID-19-
specific treatments. Criteria for referral of include: (i) age
≥65 years in the presence of body temperature ≥38◦C
and at least two comorbidities among obesity, active cancer,
chronic kidney disease (CKD), chronic respiratory disease,
immunosuppression, ischemic heart disease (IHD), diabetes
mellitus (DM), coagulopathy, history of immunosuppression
or organ transplant, HIV infection and cerebrovascular disease
(CVD); (ii) body temperature ≥38◦C for longer than 72 h; (iii)
SpO2 between 90 and 94% (or between 88 and 90% in case of
history of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease).

Emergency department physicians may refer patients who
may benefit from prolonged monitoring in a hospital-based
setting following clinical stabilization, with the dual purpose
of relieving the ED from excessive burden and limiting
hospitalization rates, while feeling at ease discharging patients
with a non-negligible risk of disease evolution.

Hospital specialists, usually hematologists or oncologists, may
especially benefit from extending referral to asymptomatic or
mild COVID-19 patients in case of pre-existing risk factors for
poor clinical outcome (i.e., cancer or other frailty conditions).

Following the first evaluation, patients may either be
discharged from the MMCO and redirected to GP care, or be
addressed to the ED in case of severe COVID-19 requiring more
intense care, or be scheduled for further visits for a prolonged
monitoring at the MMCO. Specifically, active surveillance at
the MMCO consists of serial visits, at varying time intervals
depending on disease severity, until disease stabilization or
complete recovery.

Patient Evaluation at Mild-to-Moderate
COVID-19 Outpatient Clinics
The first visit at MMCO comprises a comprehensive physical
examination with vital sign assessment (SpO2, heart and
respiratory rates, blood pressure, body temperature, blood
glucose) and measurement of anthropometric parameters
including weight, height and waist circumference. Data
about past and COVID-19-related medical history are
accurately collected, integrating patient interview with the
GP’s questionnaire and available medical records. Lung
assessment relies on lung ultrasound (LUS) imaging. In addition
to being easy and rapid to perform, LUS has higher sensitivity
and specificity for lung parenchymal abnormalities than chest
X-rays (7–9). Moreover, it can be performed at bedside and bears
no radiological hazard (8). Through LUS, signs of interstitial
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FIGURE 1 | Care pathway of patients at MMCOs from referral to discharge. GP, general practitioner; ED, emergency department.

lung disease including white lung pattern suggestive of more
severe involvement and parenchymal consolidations may be
detected. Also, LUS allows to calculate the Lung UltraSound
Score (LUSS), a semi-quantitative score of lung aeration loss (10,
11), which has been associated with disease severity and mortality
in COVID-19 (12, 13). Arterial blood gas analysis parallels LUS
in the evaluation of pulmonary dysfunction, and the ratio of
arterial oxygen partial pressure (PaO2, in mmHg) to fractional
inspired oxygen (FiO2, in mmHg), expressed as a fraction,
is used as a quantitative marker of respiratory insufficiency.
Electrocardiography at rest and blood exams including complete
blood count, C reactive protein (CRP), lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH), D-dimer, ferritin and creatinine are also performed.

At the following visits, the abovementioned procedures
may be repeated in varying combinations to allow for an
individualized and attentive disease monitoring.

Study Design
All patients aged 18 years or older, evaluated at the MMCOs
of San Raffaele University Hospital and Luigi Sacco University
Hospital in Milan, Italy, from 1 October 2020 to 31 October 2021
were included in the present study.

Data were retrospectively collected as part of the retroPAUCI
protocol (N. 140/INT/2021), approved by the Hospital Ethics
Committees, in conformity to the declaration of Helsinki.
Written informed consent was obtained by all patients.

Variables
Age, sex, past medical history (i.e., obesity, active cancer,
CKD, chronic respiratory disease, immunosuppression, IHD,

DM, coagulopathy, history of immunosuppression or organ
transplant, HIV infection, CVD), BMI, COVID-19-related
history including time of symptom onset, COVID-19-related
symptoms (i.e., dyspnea, cough, taste and smell disturbances,
pharyngodynia, myalgias, arthralgias, asthenia, diarrhea, nausea
or vomiting, headache, syncope), home-measured SpO2 at time
of MMCO referral and presence of fever for≥72 h were collected
for all patients. Recorded data on patient evaluation during the
first MMCO visit comprised blood pressure, heart rate, SpO2,
respiratory rate (RR), PaO2/FiO2 at arterial blood gas analysis,
blood exams (i.e., absolute neutrophil and lymphocyte counts,
neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio [NLR], LDH, CRP, creatinine,
ferritin and D-dimer), as well as LUSS, the presence of white lung
pattern or parenchymal consolidations at LUS. Moreover, rates of
ED referral following MMCO evaluation and of hospitalization
after ED admission, observation time (i.e., time interval from the
first MMCO visit to MMCO discharge), and the number of visits
at MMCO prior to discharge were also registered.

Prior to analysis, data were cross-checked with medical charts
and verified by data managers and clinicians for accuracy.

Primary Outcome
To investigate which patients are at increased risk of adverse
outcome, ED referral following MMCO evaluation was used as
primary outcome.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
We investigated whether managing patients at MMCO was
economically convenient for the hospital compared with
inpatient care. We considered that patients who received ≥2
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TABLE 1 | General characteristics of COVID-19 patients evaluated at the mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic.

Variable Overall (n = 660) Source of MMCO referral P-value

GP (n = 400) ED (n = 119) Hospital specialist (n = 53)

Age (years) 56 (46–66) 56 (49–68.2) 53 (42–66.5) 55 (48–63) 0.080

Female sex 284 (43) 171 (42.8) 45 (37.8) 25 (47.2) 0.47

BMI (Kg/m2) 26 (23–29) 25.4 (23.1–28.4) 27.1 (23–30.2) 26 (23.3–28) 0.20

Comorbidities

Obesity (BMI ≥ 30) 119 (18) 66 (16.5) 33 (27.7) 7 (13.2) 0.029

DM 59 (8.9) 37 (9.2) 11 (9.2) 3 (5.7) 0.68

Active cancer 79 (12) 35 (8.8) 14 (11.8) 16 (30.2) <0.0001

CKD 13 (2) 6 (1.5) 1 (0.8) 3 (5.7) 0.066

CRD 49 (7.4) 38 (9.5) 9 (7.6) 1 (1.9) 0.16

IHD 34 (5.2) 21 (5.2) 5 (4.2) 5 (9.4) 0.36

CVD 12 (1.8) 10 (2.5) 0 (0) 2 (3.8) 0.17

HIV infection 4 (0.6) 2 (0.5) 1 (0.8) 0 (0) 0.77

Coagulopathies 14 (2.1) 12 (3) 2 (1.7) 0 (0) 0.42

Immunosuppression or organ transplant 18 (2.7) 4 (1) 1 (0.8) 7 (13.2) <0.0001

COVID-19-related history

Time from symptom onset to MMCO referral (days) 10 (7–13) 9 (7–12) 12 (9–16) 10 (6–16) <0.0001

Home-measured 96.2 (0.107) 95.7 (0.128) 96.1 (0.256) 97.2 (0.327) <0.0001

SpO2 (%) 96 (94–98) 96 (94–98) 96 (94–98) 97 (95.5–99.5) 0.00011

Fever for ≥ 72 h 221 (33.5) 173 (43.2) 32 (26.9) 12 (22.6) 0.0026

Dyspnea 425 (64.4) 243 (60.8) 78 (65.5) 28 (52.8) 0.18

Cough 510 (77.3) 319 (79.8) 97 (81.5) 40 (75.5) 0.29

Taste disturbance 168 (25.5) 90 (22.5) 29 (24.4) 17 (32.1) 0.54

Smell disturbance 163 (24.7) 86 (21.5) 28 (23.5) 16 (30.2) 0.58

Pharyngodynia 121 (18.3) 66 (16.5) 23 (19.3) 9 (17) 0.62

Myalgias 313 (47.4) 187 (46.8) 55 (46.2) 28 (52.8) 0.92

Arthralgias 269 (40.8) 166 (41.5) 44 (37) 26 (49.1) 0.81

Asthenia 435 (65.9) 274 (68.5) 75 (63) 37 (69.8) 0.35

Diarrhea 187 (28.3) 102 (25.5) 35 (29.4) 15 (28.3) 0.47

Nausea/vomiting 136 (20.6) 77 (19.2) 30 (25.2) 7 (13.2) 0.055

Headache 229 (34.7) 130 (32.5) 33 (27.7) 21 (39.6) 0.84

Syncope 11 (1.7) 7 (1.8) 3 (2.5) 0 0.47

MMCO, mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic; GP, general practitioner; ED, emergency department; BMI, body mass index; SpO2, peripheral oxygen saturation;
DM, diabetes mellitus; CKD, chronic kidney disease; CRD, chronic respiratory disease; IHD, ischemic heart disease; CVD, cerebrovascular disease; HIV, Human
immunodeficiency virus.
Dichotomous variables were expressed as count (percentage) and continuous variables as median (interquartile range). Home-measured SpO2 (%) was expressed as
both mean (± standard deviation) and median (interquartile range).

MMCO visits would have otherwise been hospitalized due to
the need of active surveillance. Therefore, for the purpose of
the analysis, the number of patients who performed ≥2 MMCO
visits was used to define the number of spared hospitalizations.
The cost of one hospital stay for COVID-19 was computed as
the weighted mean of the hospitalization costs for all COVID-
19 patients hospitalized during the same time interval (i.e.,
October 2020–October 2021), not transferred to the intensive
care unit. Specifically, the cost of each hospitalization was
estimated based on the International Classification of Diseases,
Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) codes for
diagnoses and procedures linked to COVID-19, according to
the updated guidelines of Regional Health Authorities (14,
15). On the other hand, the overall cost for 1-year activity at
the MMCO was calculated taking into account: (i) cost of the
personnel (two medical doctors, one nurse, one clerk), (ii)

cost of consumables (personal protective equipment, sanitary
ware, stationery), (iii) cost of general utilities, building and
instrument (i.e., electrocardiography, ultrasound and arterial
blood gas analysis machinery) maintenance, etc., (iv) indirect
hospital-related costs. Supplementary Table 1 describes in
detail how the total cost of activity at MMCO during the study
time was calculated.

Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics were performed for all variables.
Dichotomous variables were expressed as absolute counts
(percentage), and continuous variables as medians
(interquartile range, IQR) unless differently specified.
χ2 test and Kruskal–Wallis test were used to perform
group comparisons for categorical and continuous
variables, respectively.
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To identify early predictors of adverse outcome (i.e., ED
referral following MMCO evaluation) and provide GPs with a
tool for early risk classification, we employed a classification
and regression tree (CART) algorithm within the cohort of
patients referred to the MMCO by GPs. CART analysis relies on
recursive partitioning to sequentially split a cluster of patients
into homogeneous sub-groups based on independent variables,
determining the hierarchy of prognostic factors and associated
cut-points that best subdivides the initial population to obtain
faithful risk groups (16, 17). Demographical data, comorbidities,
BMI, and parameters that GPs can easily obtain through patient
interview, including home-measured SpO2, the presence of fever
for≥72 h, COVID-19-related symptoms and time from symptom
onset were included as predictors in the CART. The results of the
analysis were graphically represented. The area under the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) was used as a quality
metric of the CART.

Missing data was not imputed.
All statistical analyses were performed using R statistical

package (version 4.0.0, R Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria), with a two-sided significance level set at
p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics and Sources of
Mild-to-Moderate COVID-19 Outpatient
Clinic Referral
From 1 October 2020 to 31 October 2021, a total of 660
patients were evaluated at the MMCOs of San Raffaele University
Hospital and Luigi Sacco University Hospital. The total number
of visits was 1101 and their distribution within the study time
interval is depicted in Supplementary Figure 2. Baseline patient
characteristics and indicators of COVID-19 severity at MMCO
evaluation are reported in Tables 1, 2, respectively. The source of
MMCO referral was known for 572 patients. Of these, 400 (70%)
were referred by GPs, 119 (21%) by the ED and 53 (9%) by HS.

Most patients were male and median age was 56 (46–66) years.
Median BMI was in the overweight range, 18% of patients being
obese. Obesity was more common in patients discharged from
the ED (27.7 vs. 16.5% in patients referred by GPs and 13.2%
in those referred by HS, p 0.029). Except for active cancer and
immunosuppression or history of organ transplant, which were,
as expected, significantly more common in patients referred by
HS (both p < 0.0001), no difference among the three groups was
recorded in terms of other comorbidities (Table 1).

With regard to COVID-19-related history, time from
symptom onset to MMCO was shorter in patients referred by
GPs (9 [7–12] vs. 12 [9–16] in patients discharged from the ED
and 10 [6–16] in those referred by HS, p < 0.0001). No difference
was observed in terms of COVID-19-related symptoms, the most
common complaint being cough in all groups. Home-measured
SpO2 was significantly lower in these patients (mean [standard
deviation, SD] 95.7 [0.128]) compared to patients referred by the
ED (96.1 [0.256]) or by HS (97.2 [0.327], p < 0.0001). Patients

referred by GPs also more frequently reported fever for ≥72 h
(43.2 vs. 26.9% in patients referred by the ED and 22.6% in those
referred by HS, p 0.0026, Table 1).

Overall, patients referred by GPs had more severe COVID-19
clinical features at MMCO evaluation than the other two groups.
Specifically, both SpO2 and PaO2/FiO2 were significantly reduced
in these patients (both p < 0.05), while those referred by HS
registered the highest values in line with their expected milder
clinical features. Similarly, CRP levels were significantly increased
in patients referred by GPs (18 [6–53] vs. 13 [5–24] in patients
discharged from the ED and 3 [1–14] in those referred by HS, p
0.0028). At LUS, more patients in the group referred by GPs had
white lung pattern (50.7 vs. 41.2% in patients discharged from
the ED and 35.8% in those referred by HS, p0.0098) and median
LUSS was higher in this group (5.5 [2–10], p 0.035). Parenchymal
consolidation was instead a more common finding in patients
discharged from the ED (23.5 vs. 15.2% in patients referred by
GPs and 7.5% in those referred by HS, p 0.026, Table 2).

Clinical Outcome Following
Mild-to-Moderate COVID-19 Outpatient
Clinic Evaluation
Following patient assessment at the MMCO, 97 out of 660
patients (15%) were referred to the ED for an urgent shift
toward more intense care. Specifically, 77 (79%) patients were
addressed to the ED soon after the first MMCO visit, while 20
(21%) following the second visit. Of the 400 patients referred to
MMCO by GPs, 73 (18%) were addressed to the ED, compared
to 11% (6 of 53) of those referred by HS. A minority of patients
discharged by the ED (7 of 119 [6%]) were redirected to the ED
following MMCO evaluation. Rates of hospitalization following
ED admission were 66% (48 out of 73), 71% (5 out of 7) and 67%
(4 out of 6) in patients initially referred to the MMCO by GPs,
ED, and HS, respectively.

Excluding patients addressed to the ED following MMCO
visit, 235 out of 563 patients (42%) were scheduled for at least one
additional MMCO visit due to the need of continued hospital-
based monitoring, while 328 (58%) were discharged after the first
evaluation and redirected to GP care due to mild COVID-19.

Risk Classification Algorithm for the
Need of Early Emergency Department
Referral
In light of the observation that patients addressed to the MMCO
by GPs had overall more severe COVID-19 at MMCO evaluation,
we hypothesized that some of these patients might benefit from
early ED referral directly by the GP, prior to MMCO visit.
Therefore, we aimed at providing GPs with an evidence-based
tool able to identify high-risk patients prior to MMCO evaluation,
avoiding unnecessary time lags.

As mentioned above, among the totality of patients referred
by GPs (n = 400), 18% were addressed to the ED by the
MMCO physician due to the need of more intense hospital-
based assistance. We used CART analysis to build an easy-
to-use algorithm that exploits parameters obtainable by simple
patient interview. Among demographics, comorbidities, BMI,
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TABLE 2 | Health status and indicators of disease severity in COVID-19 patients evaluated at the mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic.

Variable Overall (n = 660) Source of MMCO referral P-value

GP (n = 400) ED (n = 119) Hospital specialist (n = 53)

Systolic BP (mmHg) 133 (121–145) 133 (1201–145) 130 (120–141) 138 (120–143) 0.71

Diastolic BP (mmHg) 80 (75–87) 80 (75–88) 80 (75–86) 80 (73–89) 0.97

Heart rate (bpm) 85 (75–95) 85 (75–94) 83 (73–92) 86 (75–97) 0.22

SpO2 (%) 97.2 (0.114) 96.9 (0.15) 97.4 (0.223) 98.2 (0.257) 0.00072

98 (96–99) 98 (96–99) 98 (97–99) 98 (98–100) 0.00053

RR (breaths/min) 20 (16–22) 20 (17–22) 20 (18–24) 18 (16–20) 0.073

PaO2/FiO2 362 (327–403) 356 (325–395) 370 (326–407) 398 (346–426) 0.027

Blood exams

CRP (mg/dL) 14 (4–37) 18 (6–53) 13 (5–24) 3 (1–14) 0.0028

LDH (U/L) 245 (207–304) 251 (215–312) 238 (203–311) 237 (216–260) 0.35

D-dimer (ng/L) 0.5 (0.4–0.8) 0.5 (0.4–0.8) 0.5 (0.3–0.7) 0.5 (0.3–1.1) 0.73

Neutrophils (x109/L) 4 (2.6–5.9) 3.9 (2.7–5.5) 4.6 (3.5–6.7), 3.5 (2.4–4.7) 0.0087

Lymphocytes (x109/L) 1.3 (0.9–1.8) 1.2 (0.9–1.6) 1.3 (0.8–2) 2 (1.3–2.5) 0.0089

NLR 3 (1.8–5.7) 3.1 (1.8–4.6) 3.4 (1.8–7.5) 1.7 (1–2.7) 0.0013

Ferritin (ng/mL) 391 (161–777) 392 (182–748) 429 (183–696) 373 (157–1180) 0.95

Creatinine (mg/dL) 0.9 (0.8–1.1) 0.9 (0.8–1.1) 0.9 (0.8–1) 0.8 (0.7–1.1) 0.51

Lung ultrasound

LUSS 5 (2–9) 5.5 (2–10) 5 (3–9) 3 (0–7) 0.035

White lung pattern 303 (45.9) 203 (50.7) 49 (41.2) 19 (35.8) 0.0098

Parenchymal consolidation 123 (18.6) 61 (15.2) 28 (23.5) 4 (7.5) 0.026

ED referral 97 (14.7) 73 (18.2) 7 (5.9) 6 (11.3) 0.0030

ED referral at 1st MMCO visit 77 (11.7) 61 (15.2) 6 (5) 5 (9.4) 0.0053

ED referral at 2nd MMCO visit 20 (3) 11 (2.8) 1 (0.8) 1 (1.9) 0.55

≥2 MMCO visits# 235 (41.7) 131 (40.1) 54 (48.2) 18 (38.3) 0.28

Observation time (days)#, § 4.8 (0.40) 4.8 (0.57) 4.9 (0.61) 5.5 (1.34) 0.66

1 (0–7) 0 (0–7) 4 (0–8) 0 (0–8) 0.38

MMCO, mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic; GP, general practitioner; ED, emergency department; BP, blood pressure; bpm, beats per minute; SpO2, peripheral
oxygen saturation; RR, respiratory rate; PaO2/FiO2, arterial oxygen partial pressure/fractional inspired oxygen; CRP, C reactive protein; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; NLR,
neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio; LUSS, lung ultrasound score.
Source of MMCO referral was known for 572 patients.
Dichotomous variables were expressed as count (percentage) and continuous variables as median (interquartile range). SpO2 (%) and observation time (days) were
expressed as both mean (± standard deviation) and median (interquartile range).
#Excluding patients referred to the ED by MMCO physicians.
§Calculated as the time from the first MMCO visit to discharge from the MMCO. An observation time of 0 indicates that a patient was discharged following the
first MMCO visit.

home-measured SpO2, the presence of fever for ≥72 h, COVID-
19-related symptoms and time from symptom onset, CART
analysis selected three variables, namely home-measured SpO2,
age and BMI, able to robustly classify patients into risk groups
for the early need of intense care. Moreover, for each of
these variables, it identified the thresholds that maximized the
segregation among the resulting patient clusters (Figure 2).
Three risk groups were obtained: (i) low risk (home-measured
SpO2 ≥ 95% and age < 71 years), (ii) moderate risk (home-
measured SpO2 ≥ 95% and age ≥ 71 years or home-measured
SpO2 < 95% and BMI < 33 Kg/m2), and (iii) high risk (home-
measured SpO2 < 95% and BMI ≥ 33 Kg/m2). The AUC (95%
confidence interval, CI) of the ROC for the CART (Figure 3) was
0.83 (0.77–0.88).

The accuracy of the CART model was subsequently confirmed
when comparing the identified risk groups in terms of indicators
of disease severity assessed during MMCO evaluation. In
fact, patients in the high-risk group had overall more severe

COVID-19 than those in the moderate- and low-risk groups,
differences being expectedly more pronounced compared with
the low-risk group (Table 3). Specifically, SpO2 (%, 93 [91–94]
in the high-risk group vs. 97 [95–98] in the moderate-risk and 98
[97–99] in the low-risk groups) and PaO2/FiO2 (314 [289–341]
in the high-risk group vs. 348 [303–373] in the moderate-risk and
371 [339–409] in the low-risk groups) were significantly reduced
in high-risk patients (both p < 0.0001), in parallel to a significant
increase in RR (breaths/min, 22 [20–24] in the high-risk group
vs. 20 [18–22] in the moderate-risk and 18 [16–21] in the low-
risk groups, p < 0.0001). Similarly, blood levels of CRP and LDH,
as well as NLR were significantly higher in patients in the high-
risk group (all p < 0.05). Likewise, absolute lymphocyte count
was significantly reduced in high-risk patients (p 0.0023), in line
with a more severe disease. Ferritin showed a tendency toward
being increased in the high-risk group (p 0.052). At LUS, white
lung pattern was more common in patients in the moderate-
and high-risk groups compared to the low-risk cluster, while no
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FIGURE 2 | Classification and regression tree (CART) model predicting emergency department referral by the physician of the mild-to-moderate COVID-19
outpatient clinic (MMCO). MMCO, mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic; GP, general practitioner; SpO2, peripheral oxygen saturation; BMI, body mass
index; ED, emergency department.

FIGURE 3 | Receiver operating curve (ROC) of the classification and regression tree (CART) model predicting emergency department referral by the physician of the
mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic (MMCO). AUC, area under the ROC curve.

difference was observed in the rate of parenchymal consolidation.
LUSS was significantly lower in the low-risk group compared to
the other groups.

Cost-Effectiveness of Mild-to-Moderate
COVID-19 Outpatient Clinic
A total of 235 out of 660 (41.7%) patients performed ≥2 visits at
MMCO and were thus included in the cost-effectiveness analysis.

Based on the ICD-9-CM and the updated guidelines of Regional
Health Authorities codes for diagnoses and procedures linked
to COVID-19, the cost of one COVID-19-related hospitalization
was estimated to be 3,275.86 €. According to the regional reform
of 2021 on the increased pricing for the activities provided
to COVID-19 patients, the cost of each hospitalization was
increased by 3,713 € (14, 15). Therefore, the total mean cost of one
hospitalization for COVID-19 was estimated as being 6,988.86
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TABLE 3 | Indicators of disease severity in COVID-19 patients referred to the mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic by GPs according to the risk of
early ED referral.

Variable Overall (n = 400) Low risk (n = 186) Moderate risk (n = 167) High risk (n = 18) P-value

SpO2 (%) 96.9 (0.15) 98 (0.183) 96.2 (0.214) 93.2 (0.639) <0.0001

98 (96–99) 98 (97–99) 97 (95–98) 93 (91–94) <0.0001

RR (breaths/min) 20 (17–22) 18 (16–21) 20 (18–22) 22 (20–24) <0.0001

PaO2/FiO2 356 (325–395) 371 (339–409) 348 (303–373) 314 (289–341) <0.0001

Blood exams

CRP (mg/dL) 18 (6–53) 12 (2–28) 35 (14–71) 38 (29–56) 0.00017

LDH (U/L) 251 (215–312) 249 (209–294) 247 (216–312) 376 (329–394) 0.029

D-dimer (ng/L) 0.5 (0.4–0.8) 0.5 (0.4–0.7) 0.6 (0.4–0.9) 0.7 (0.4–0.8) 0.26

Neutrophils (x109/L) 3.9 (2.7–5.5) 3.3 (2.4–4.6) 4.4 (3–6) 5.5 (3.9–5.6) 0.030

Lymphocytes (x109/L) 1.2 (0.9–1.6) 1.3 (1.1–1.8) 1.1 (0.9–1.3) 0.7 (0.7–0.8) 0.0023

NLR 3.1 (1.8–4.6) 2.4 (1.6–3.7) 3.5 (2.3–6.5) 6.9 (3.1–8) 0.0013

Ferritin (ng/mL) 392 (182–748) 351 (138–647) 428 (249–819) 614 (539–1427) 0.052

Creatinine (mg/dL) 0.9 (0.8–1.1) 0.9 (0.8–1) 1 (0.8–1.2) 1 (0.9–1) 0.019

Lung ultrasound

LUS 6 (2–10) 4 (1–8) 7 (4–11) 6 (4–9) <0.0001

White lung pattern 203 (50.7) 84 (45.2) 106 (63.5) 10 (55.6) 0.0043

Parenchymal consolidation 61 (15.2) 26 (14) 31 (18.6) 3 (16.7) 0.54

MMCO, mild-to-moderate COVID-19 outpatient clinic; GP, general practitioner; ED, emergency department; SpO2, peripheral oxygen saturation; RR, respiratory rate;
PaO2/FiO2, arterial oxygen partial pressure/fractional inspired oxygen; CRP, C reactive protein; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; NLR, neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio; LUS,
lung ultrasound score.
The risk was calculated for 371 patients based on data availability.
Dichotomous variables were expressed as count (percentage) and continuous variables as median (interquartile range). SpO2 (%) was expressed as both mean
(± standard deviation) and median (interquartile range).

€ (3,275.86 + 3,713 €). Considering that patients receiving ≥2
MMCO evaluations would have most likely been hospitalized
to continue hospital-based active surveillance, we calculated the
theoretical total cost of hospitalizations by multiplying 6,988.86
€ times 235 patients, resulting in 1,642,382.10 €. On the other
hand, considing the totality of visits performed at MMCOs
(n = 1101), the overall cost of MMCO activity during the study
period was estimated as being 151,960.05 € (Supplementary
Table 1). Therefore, the total amount of euros spared through
the management of COVID-19 patients at MMCOs rather than
by hospital admission during the period October 2020-October
2021 was 1,490,422.05 (i.e., 1,642,382.10–151,960.05 €).

DISCUSSION

Here we describe an innovative healthcare strategy to optimize
the management system of COVID-19 patients while sparing
resources for the care of patients with non-COVID-19-related
conditions. Similar models have previously been proposed (18,
19). MMCOs were designed to fill the gap of care delivery to
COVID-19 patients with clinical features that are neither too
mild to be managed by the GP in a home-based setting nor
too severe to require ED admission or hospitalization. In our
experience, these novel infrastructures allowed the achievement
of the dual goal of chaperoning GPs in the management of
COVID-19 patients and alleviating pressure on EDs and hospital
wards, favoring effort redirection toward patients affected by
other conditions. Indeed, the first wave of COVID-19 pandemic
forced an extensive reduction of several non-COVID-19-related

activities to the detriment of non-COVID-19 care (20–22). The
success of this approach dwells in the high degree of inter-system
coordination and commitment to the integration of hospital and
primary care services.

In a timespan of 1 year, two MMCOs in Milan took care
of hundreds of patients who would otherwise be directed
straightforwardly to the ED due to the intrinsic difficulty of GPs
to deliver optimal care in the absence of hospital equipment
or, perhaps, COVID-19 expertise. Most of these patients were
indeed managed at MMCOs for the entire course of their disease
through serial visits, always in strict collaboration with GPs, until
clinical recovery. Only a minority of patients, specifically less
than 15%, were addressed to the ED for an urgent evaluation
in an emergency setting due to severe disease or high risk of
disease progression. Noteworthily, the majority of these patients
(65%) required hospitalization following ED admission, pointing
to the high level of appropriateness of clinical decisions by
MMCO physicians.

Considering that GPs may dispose of insufficient instruments
to discriminate patients at increased risk of adverse outcome
(23), in light of our observation that a higher proportion of
patients among those referred by GPs than those referred by
ED or HS were addressed to the ED following MMCO visit,
we speculated that the early identification by GPs of patients
deserving direct ED admission might guarantee proper and
timely intervention. Therefore, we developed an evidence-based,
easy-to-use tool that GPs can employ during patient interview
to identify patients at high risk of disease progression. CART
analysis, through a machine-learning approach, selected three
variables, namely home-measured SpO2, age and BMI as the
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independent predictors that most robustly divide patients into
faithful risk groups for severe disease. The model yielded an
AUC of 83%, far above the ideal accuracy threshold of 70%. The
predictive strength of the model was confirmed by subsequent
analysis showing that patients in the high-risk group were
indeed those who exhibited the highest degree of respiratory
insufficiency, as measured by SpO2, RR and PaO2/FiO2, and the
worse laboratory findings. Also, LUS demonstrated a decreased
rate of interstitial abnormalities in patients in the low-risk group.

In addition to the clinical efficacy of MMCO in terms of
support to GPs and relief on ED and hospital wards, the
cost-effectiveness analysis showed that the proposed model
of COVID-19 outpatient management is also economically
sustainable for the National Healthcare System. Caution is,
however, warranted in interpreting economical results, given
that many factors besides COVID-19 diagnosis may influence
the decision of hospital admission and the length of hospital
stay. Nonetheless, outpatient management of COVID-19 patients
should be preferred when feasible.

Overall, the establishment of MMCOs proved to be a
deal-breaker for the management of COVID-19 patients in
a sustainable and efficient way. Ideally, MMCOs may also
serve as safe environments where candidate patients might
receive COVID-19-directed therapies such as anti-SARS-CoV-
2 monoclonal antibodies, antiviral therapies, etc., under the
expert monitoring of trained personnel. This patient-centered,
sustainable and flexible approach would ensure continuity of care
through a 360-degree assistance and possibly serve as a template
beyond COVID-19 outbreak.
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